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The “Love Links” Compatibility Spread

This spread is designed to capture in one place the key variables that can make or break a new love 

relationship. For convenience, these factors have been reduced to six major topic areas: Romance, 

Happiness, Passion, Longevity and Empathy. It can be used by either party to forecast the viability of a 

desired relationship before it begins. It can also be used to shed light on why an existing relationship is 

foundering, especially if one party isn't communicating, and even why it is working especially well.  It will 

show where the parties are either aligned or mismatched in their ability and/or willingness to participate 

wholeheartedly in the union. Another use is to assess “attraction potential” (see next page).

This spread requires two decks in order to ensure that all possibilities shown in the cards are equally 

available to both parties to the reading. Use reversals or not according to your usual practice.

Shuffle and cut the first deck in the customary way.

Lay out five cards in series in the top row. This line represents the compatibility factors for the first 

partner in each of the five areas.

Shuffle and cut the second deck as above.

Lay out five cards in series directly below the first row, making five two-card columns. This line 

represents the compatibility factors for the second partner in each of the five areas.

 Review the cards in the top line to see what that partner brings to the table from an ability and 

willingness standpoint in each of the topic areas. Perform the same review for the second partner's line. 

Compare the two cards in each of the five columns to determine the extent to which they are sympathetic 

or unsympathetic to one another, as follows:

The cards in the “Romance Potential” column will show whether romantic love between the partners will 

flourish or whether there could be difficulties in becoming emotionally close.

The cards in the “Happiness Potential” column will show how much non-sexual fun the partner's  are 

likely to experience in each others company.

The cards in the “Passion Potential” column will show how rewarding sexual union between them is likely 

to be.

The cards in the “Longevity Potential” column will show how likely the partner's are to become fast 

friends and stick together through “thick and thin.”

The cards in the “Empathy Potential” column will show how like-minded the partners are in terms of 

their expectations and desires for the relationship.

For each factor, determine whether the potential for satisfaction in that area of the relationship is High 

(Hi), Medium (Med) or Low (Lo).

Make a story for each line to show the individual paths the partners will walk to reach their personal goals 

in the relationship, and the extent to which they are likely to stray from parallel progress (“grow apart”).

Derive a “quintessence” card for each line by numerological summing and reduction to define a Trump 

card between 0 and 21 for each partner. Compare these cards to determine their overall compatibility, and 

judge whether the relationship is likely to thrive or stall, using the “Hi/Med/Lo” model as above.



Assessing “Attraction Potential”

In situations where no new love is on the horizon, this spread can be used as an "attraction potential" 

outlook for the querent rather than as a "joint compatibility" overview for two people.

If doing it for yourself, go through your favorite deck and select the cards that best represent you (as you 

currently know yourself, not your "ideal" self or what you're trying to attract) in the areas of "Romance," 

"Fun," "Sex," "Reliability" and "Sensitivity." The more honest you are, the more precise the next step is 

likely to be. Lay them out in a line in that order. This is your "Attraction Profile." 

If doing this for another person unfamiliar with the tarot, talk them through the profile selection process, 

which - unless the approach is really general - could take a fair amount of time. Be sure to allow for that 

dialogue. You might offer the querent a choice of decks to see which is most comfortable. It also might be 

best to talk in terms of “suits” or “elements,” avoiding the Trump cards, and let the querent intuitively 

relate to the one which feels “right” in each area. A deck with strongly “scenic” minor and court cards 

should be used for this.

Take another deck and, through random shuffling, cutting and dealing – by you or the querent as 

applicable -  produce another five-card line directly below the first one. This is the "Attractee Profile."

The idea is that pairing the two in each column could show what kind of "partnering" energy will be 

drawn to the querent through that individual's personal sense of self (self-image, self-awareness, self-

worth, etc.)

The cards in the “Attractee” row will show the quality of the experience in each area, not necessarily the 

type of person that will be attracted. They could be read as “encouraging” or “cautionary” in approaching 

any future encounter.

In this case, rather than "satisfaction potential" for each area, "hook-up" potential might be a better way 

to think of it. Low potential could show that there's not much out there right now that's suitable, or that 

the querent might want to reconsider the “attraction profile" selections to make sure they were realistic.

The two “quint” cards reveal, respectively,  "Who am I as a whole package?" and  "What kind of 

encounter can I expect?" Use the derived quint, not a drawn one, since it should be a composite of the 

cards already on the table.




